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DEAR SHAREHOLDERS 
AND SHAREHOLDER 
REPRESENTATIVES,

We cordially welcome you to the Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) 
of  Linde Aktien gesellschaft and would like to provide you with the 
following information concerning organisational procedures.

Information
We have set up an information stand behind the reception desks on 
the ground floor. Here, we will be happy to answer all your questions 
concerning the EGM.

At the information stand on the ground floor and at an additional 
stand on the upper floor, in front of the Side Hall (Hall No. 1), you will 
be able to view all relevant documents concerning the EGM, such as

 the draft transfer resolution;
 the annual financial statements of  Linde AG, the consolidated fi-

nancial statements and the combined management reports for 
 Linde AG and the  Linde AG Group, in each case for the 2015, 2016 
and 2017 financial years;

 the written report (including its annexes) of 1 November 2018 sub-
mitted by  Linde Intermediate Holding AG in its capacity as the ma-
jority  shareholder of the Company in accordance with section 62 
para. 5 sentence 8  German Transformation Act, section 327c para. 2 
sentence 1  German Stock Corporation Act on the preconditions of 
the transfer of the  shares of the minority  shareholders of  Linde AG 
to  Linde Intermediate Holding AG as well as on the explanation and 
justification of the adequateness of the fixed cash compensation;

 the guarantee statement issued by UniCredit Bank AG in accordance 
with section 62 para. 5 sentence 8  German Transformation Act, sec-
tion 327b para. 3  German Stock Corporation Act of 31 October 2018;

 the audit report submitted in accordance with section 62 para. 5 
sentence 8  German Transformation Act in conjunction with section 
327c para. 2 sentences 2 to 4  German Stock Corporation Act by the 
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auditor Ebner Stolz GmbH & Co. KG, Wirtschafts prüfungs gesellschaft 
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft, Kronenstrasse 30, 70174 Stuttgart, 
which was chosen and appointed by the regional court I of Munich 
(Landgericht München I), on the audit of the appropriateness of the 
cash compensation in light of the intended passing of a resolution 
on the transfer of the  shares of the remaining  shareholders of 
 Linde AG (minority  shareholders) to  Linde Intermediate Holding AG 
of 31 October 2018;

 the notarised merger agreement of 1 November 2018 entered into 
by  Linde Intermediate Holding AG as the acquiring company and 
 Linde AG as the transferring company;

 the annual financial statements of  Linde Intermediate Holding AG 
for the 2017 short financial year and for the short financial year 
ended on 30 June 2018;

 the interim balance sheet of  Linde AG as of 31 August 2018;
 the joint merger report of 1 November 2018 (including its annexes) 

submitted as a precautionary measure by the executive boards of 
 Linde Intermediate Holding AG and  Linde AG in accordance with 
section 8  German Transformation Act; and 

 the audit report of 31 October 2018 submitted in accordance with 
section 60 in conjunction with section 12  German Transformation 
Act as a precautionary measure for the legal entities involved in 
the merger by the auditor Ebner Stolz GmbH & Co. KG, Wirtschafts-
prüfungs gesellschaft Steuerberatungsgesellschaft, Kronenstrasse 30, 
70174 Stuttgart, which was chosen and appointed by the regional 
court I of Munich (Landgericht München I), on the audit of the merger 
agreement entered into by  Linde Intermediate Holding AG as the 
acquiring company and  Linde AG as the transferring company. 

as well as the invitation to the EGM.

Seating for the deaf and the hard of hearing is located on the upper 
floor of the meeting hall in the front area to the left.

Cloakroom
You will find the cloakroom beside the staircase on the mezzanine. 
Please follow the signs.

Catering
The catering areas are located in the foyers on the upper and ground 
floors as well as in hall B 0 on the ground floor. We will be offering 
refreshments and snacks during the entire EGM.
You can watch the EGM on monitors in all catering areas.

Interpreting information
Interpreting from  German into English is available via headset. Headsets 
will be given out in front of the meeting hall (hall 14). Interpreting can 
only be heard in the meeting hall (hall 14).

THE EGM PROCEDURE

Registration
Please present your admission and voting ticket at one of the recep-
tion desks for electronic scanning. After this registration, you will be 
given back the bottom part of your ticket. Only then are the  shares and 
voting rights represented by you registered and thus eligible to vote.

Should you possess multiple admission and voting tickets, please 
present all of them for electronic scanning at one of the reception desks 
if you wish to participate in the voting with your entire  shareholding.

Requests to speak
The speakers’ registration desk is located at the front left-hand side 
of the meeting hall. If you wish to speak, please complete a speaker’s 
request form as early as possible. The  Chairman of the EGM will call 
for your contribution in due course.

If you wish to speak on the rules of procedure and put forward a 
motion, please also complete a speaker’s request form and describe 
the topic of your motion of procedure by giving a keyword.

Voting procedure
A resolution is to be passed on the single agenda item.

Unless the  Chairman of the EGM determines otherwise according 
to article 14.2 of the articles of association of the Company, the voting 
results will be calculated by the addition method, i. e. the “yes” and 
the “no” votes, but not the abstentions, will be registered. 

Your admission and voting ticket entitles you to vote. The number 
of votes you have corresponds to the number of your  shares. If, after 
the  Chairman of the EGM has called the vote, you wish to exercise your 
voting rights, we ask you to give a hand signal. Our voting assistants will 
then come to you with mobile electronic devices to register your votes.

On your admission and voting ticket, the single agenda item has a 
“yes” box, a “no” box and an “abstention” box. Please mark the relevant 

box with a cross before casting your vote.
Please check on the display of the electronic device that your vote 

has been registered correctly. The displayed data provides confirmation 
that your vote has been recorded by the central computer.
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Please note that votes can only be registered in the meeting hall and 
not in the adjoining rooms. No voting will take place in the side hall 
(hall 1), which will only be opened as required. Please make your way 
to the meeting hall (hall 14) to vote.

Leaving the EGM
If you intend to leave the EGM early, please hand in all of your ad-
mission and voting tickets to one of the reception desks in the foyer 
on the ground floor.

Alternatively, you can issue a power of attorney for exercising your 
voting right to another attendee of the EGM, cast your vote by way of 
postal voting or issue power of attorney and voting instructions to the 
proxy voting representatives named by the Company.

 If you leave the EGM prior to voting and wish to authorize another 
attendee of the EGM to exercise your voting right for you, you can 
use the section headed “Vollmacht an einen Dritten (bei vorzeit-
igem Verlassen der Hauptversammlung)” (Power of attorney for 
another attendee (in case of leaving the EGM early)) on the back 
of your admission and voting ticket. Please fill out and detach this 
part and hand it in at one of the reception desks in the foyer on 
the ground floor. Please give the admission and voting ticket to 
the attendee you have empowered.

 You can cast your vote by way of postal voting if you tick the box 
“Postal voting” on the form “Postal voting or power of attorney 
and instructions to the proxy voting representatives of the Com-
pany” (“Briefwahl oder Vollmachts- und Weisungserteilung an die 
 Stimmrechtsvertreter der Gesellschaft”) printed in the centre on 
the reverse of the admission and voting ticket, fill in the rest of 
the form and hand in the admission and voting ticket to one of the 
reception desks in the foyer when leaving the EGM prior to the 
end of the general debate.

 The proxy voting representatives of the Company can represent 
you if you tick the box “Power of attorney and instructions to the 
proxy voting representatives of the Company” (“Vollmachts- und 
Weisungserteilung an die Stimmrechtsvertreter der Gesellschaft”) 
on the form “Postal voting or power of attorney and instructions 
to the proxy voting representatives of the Company” (“Briefwahl 
oder Vollmachts- und Weisungserteilung an die Stimmrechtsver-
treter der Gesellschaft”) printed in the centre on the reverse of the 
admission and voting ticket, fill in the rest of the form and hand 
in the admission and voting ticket to one of the reception desks 
in the foyer when leaving the EGM prior to the end of the general 
debate.

For additional information on the options of representation by a person 
of your choice, postal voting or representation by the proxy voting rep-
resentatives of the Company, please refer to the brochure “Information 
on attendance, postal voting and proxy voting” that has been sent to 
you and is also available at the information stand.
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AGENDA

1. Resolution on the transfer of  shares held by the minority  shareholders 
of  Linde Aktien gesellschaft to  Linde Intermediate Holding AG, having 
its registered office in Munich, (majority  shareholder) in exchange 
for payment of adequate cash compensation in accordance with 
section 62 para. 5  German Transformation Act (Umwandlungsgesetz) 
in conjunction with sections 327a et seqq.  German Stock Corporation 
Act (Aktiengesetz) (Cash Merger Squeeze-out)

The complete wording of the invitation to the Extraordinary  General 
Meeting was published in the Federal Gazette on 2  November 2018. It is 
also available on the Internet at ⧩  WWW.L IN DE.COM/AUSSERORDENTL ICH E 

H A U P T V E R S A M M L U N G , with an English convenience translation at  

⧩  W W W. L I N D E .CO M/E X T R AO R D I N A RYG EN ER A L M EE T I N G .

NOTES 
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